Using the forward matrix model, as derived in part I [A. J. Berkhout, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 93, 2005-2016(1993) ], it is shown that the first and main part of numerical acoustic imaging consists of a wave field extrapolation process by double matrix inversion. Physically, the wave field extrapolation process means that the downward propagation effects and the upward propagation effects are eliminated from the measurements. Next, the reflection information is extracted from the wave field extrapolation result. Optionally, the reflection information is translated to discipline-oriented material parameters by some data fitting process. Double focusing, i.e., focusing in emission and focusing in detection, is closely related to the above numerical imaging process. Finally, it is shown that imaging of zero-offset or puls-echo data can be formulated by single matrix inversion, involving phase shifts only.
INTRODUCTION
In part I of this paper (Berkhout, 1993) a general forward model has been derived for discrete acoustic reflection In part I multiple scattering caused by the surface has been simply introduced by using in ( la):
P+ (Zo) = S + (Zo) + R -(zo)P-(Zo)
instead ors + (zo), where R -(z o) defines the surface reflectivity for upward traveling waves. Expression (2) has also been generalized for internal multiple scattering. The objective of the proposed forward model is not primarily for simulation purposes (there exist excellent finite difference and finite element algorithms for acoustic simulation). The primary objective of our version of the forward model is the derivation of a generalized acoustic imaging and inversion process. We will see that our formulation in terms of matrix operators is pre-eminently suited for the derivation and understanding of imaging and inversion methods.
In the forward problem all details about the data acquisition procedure are known, the acoustic properties of the surface and medium ( trend and detail) are available, and the measurements need to be computed ("numerical simulation"). In the case where we start with reflectivity, simulation means R + (z)• P(zo)-
In the inverse problem, all details about the data acquisition procedure should be known, the measurements are available, and the medium parameters need to be computed. If the spatial reflectivity distribution is aimed for (reflection imaging), inversion means P(zo)--,R + (z). may be applied (noise considerations). Of course, the less frequencies contribute to the average, the more the influence from other depth levels (resolution considerations). In seismic exploration image formation by double inversion according to (5b) and averaging according to (6e) is called "seismic migration."
II. IMAGE FORMATION BY DOUBLE FOCUSING
In the aforegoing, numerical image formation was achieved by eliminating the influence of the propagation matrices W + and W from P (zo) in a separate data processing step, yielding the (angle-dependent) reflection properties at each lateral position of depth level Zm as quantified by reflection matrix R + (z,•).
In the following an alternative approach is followed by designing the source array and detector array such that a reflection image is directly obtained as part of the data acquisition step.
( 
F + and F -being generally defined by (4b) and (4c). IfS + (zo) and D -(Zo) cannot be represented by unity matrices, then [W+(z,,,zo)S+(zo)]F+(zo,z,,=E+(zm), (16a) F (z,,,Zo)[D-(zo)W-(zo,z,,)]:E (z,,). (16b)
In ( 15 ) and (16) Equations (17) and (18) define the underlying equations for the restoration process in acoustical reflection imaging. Note that for laterally invariant media (18a) represents a lateral convolution process for each temporal frequency component.
V. IMAGING AS PART OF THE FULL INVERSION PROCESS
So far the influence of the surface was neglected and multiple scattering was ignored. In addition, it was assumed that we were interested in the diagonal reflection coefficients only. In the following reflection imaging will be set in a broader context, allowing an easy comparison between image formation and inversion techniques.
The full acoustical reflection inverse problem can be subdivided in three principal steps (Fig. 3). A. Surface-related pre-processing [ Fig. 4(a) (4) Numerical image formation by double matrix inversion can be translated into a physical measurement process with double focusing; focusing is applied at emission to compensate for the downward propagation effects and focusing is applied at detection to compensate for the upward propagation effects.
(5) Numerical image formation for zero-offset (or pulsecho) data can be formulated in terms of single matrix inversion. It is shown that for this type of data the inverse matfix elements define simple phase shifts only.
(6) Full acoustical reflection inversion can be described by three principal steps. In the first step the influence of the data acquisition surface is eliminated, including undesired source and detector properties. In the second step the propagation effects are eliminated, including multiple scattering. In the third step the reflectivity information is translated into material properties ("characterization").
Numerical image formation may be considered as a simplified version of the second step. 
